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Rachel Mace

Chicken Wings

You pushed your face right into mine and asked
        Do you love me?
I answered in a mumble; you drew away.   My gaze fixed
on the first strand of grey above your eyes
as you rocked me under your wing.

You held a watch to my face
and tapped out the beats with
your fist. Your image swimming
in a pool of dirty grey, like 
a black-and-white movie that flickers on repeat.

Human BeansWhen my hand finds your arm in the dark,
more often than not it’s that glossy cicatrice
where one drunk winter you fell asleep
against the dull heat of a cast-iron radiator.
    – Adam O’Riordan

My fingers skim over your acrimony,
cracked to the touch and warmed
by an unspoken rage. In the dark, 
fathomless night you reach out 
to it; trace it as you used to tickle 
the image of a heart onto the 
palm of my hand; map its hills and 
lakes with greater faith than 
Anaximander. This scar of a love 
that once burned for you, cooled 
against the iron heat of
indifference.

Eschar Poems from ‘How to Hypnotise a Shark’
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Armour up: penetrative stare? Check.
I enter the warzone.
Metallic glints of a blade in my peripheral vision;
The carrot suffers the vengeance 
that was meant for me.

I hide behind my cook book camouflage.
Telepathy cannot enter
your mashed potato brain.

My artillery consists of:
Fairy Liquid,
Hot water,
Saucepan lid shield,
Wooden spoon spear.

Spitting cold pellets out,
the blue team’s tap 
chooses its allegiance.

My defences are down.
Shot in the back
by his whipped up tea towel,
we may now enter peaceful negotiations.

Annabelle Mantziou
Allied Forces

Rosie Bourgoin
‘The icing was white but the letters were pink, / they said, EAT 
ME. And I ate, did / what I was told. Didn’t even taste it. /’

Chased him down a hole: 
a gentlemanly rabbit 
and a queen who ruled all.  
A Cheshire cat,
who grinned out from an empty space
where a body should have lain.
I spent those days beneath the shade 
and yet it was gone. Lost among,
a caterpillar who told me,
“opium made me fall.”
Yet you were mistaken, 
it wasn’t the cake: 
DRINK ME.
I laughed and cried; 
strange, I must have seemed with: 
my eyes closed, 
my tongue spread out. 
For you, a new child, 
‘EAT ME’ –
the cake is yours now,
but I cannot part with my drink.
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A swarm of bees roars down the road. The swarm sees a bicycle unattended. The 
swarm looks to the left and the right, then mounts the bicycle. It pushes the 
peddles and holds onto the handbrake. It gets to the pound shop and dismounts 
in one fluid motion, and the bicycle continues down the road forevermore.

The swarm walks into the shop. It picks up a box of milk powder, a grenade, a 
packet of cigarettes, and The Answer. The Answer comes free with the cigarettes. 
The swarm walks over to the till on legs that it grew around the bicycle. It puts 
down the items, and wordlessly buzzes at the cashier.

“That’ll be four pounds please.”
The swarm of bees reaches into its pockets, pulling out a four pound note made 

of bees. The cashier looks at the ever-wriggling four pound note incredulously. 
But the swarm of bees has a kind face, so the cashier accepts the money. He puts 
it into the cash machine, which subsequently expands and turns the colour of a 
bruise. The swarm walks out of the shop, looks left and right, and walks back the 
way it came.

As it makes its way down the road, Charlie Chaplin in a police uniform 
waddles in fast motion down the road after it, accompanied by mood relevant 
piano music. There are bicycle tyre marks running down his rage wrinkled face. 
The swarm of bees frantically rifles through its pockets, and throws the milk 
powder at Chaplin. The white powder turns him into a ghost, and he floats into 
the sky, planning to steal God’s sausages to feed himself and his faithful mutt.

The swarm deflates its new bee lungs slowly, but then realises that the piano 
music is still playing. Looking back, a player piano rolls down the road. It plays 
eerie music, anticipating its own arrival. The swarm of bees stops it with its foot, 
crushing several bees. It opens up the hood of the piano and looks inside. The 
hammers drum on the strings impatiently. The swarm removes the ring pull of 
the grenade, places it in the belly of the piano, and stands well back. The piano 
inflates like a balloon and bobs down the road, playing a sad melody that is a 
mutated version of its score.

The swarm of bees celebrates its good fortune by lighting up. In the plume of 
smoke, the bees see a swan boat, sailing down a marble lake. The swarm gets on 
the boat, and leisurely makes its way to the tunnel of love. Inside the tunnel of 
love, it’s dark and there are Christmas lights encircling an island of plastic grass. 
In the inner sanctum of the tunnel of love, the swarm finds The Answer. The 
swarm is disappointed that it already got The Answer for free. Charlie Chaplin, 

Alex Charlton
Tunnel of Love

the cashier, and the player piano step out of the bushes. The swarm understands 
now; they are the only ones on Earth. They applaud the swarm, glad that it got 
to find it out for itself.

As the swarm and its friends leave Earth for more interesting diversions, The 
Answers meet under Christmas coloured stars. They read each other and fall 
for one another. They coil around each other like snakes, becoming inseparable, 
indecipherable.
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Zombies cling to cages on wheels,  
Clicking their heels on the   
Minimum wage swept floor.   
Home wear items, dead tuna canned,
A hot chicken stand and
Cheap toys from Singapore.

Old ladies clutch their kittied cash
In their tweed like handled handbags,
Scouring the branches of the tree of Tesco
Looking for the latest deals in droves
In the discounted hunting ground 
Like two for £5, 
Two for one,
Buy one get one free,
Three for two,
And bogof.

Inuit aisles of refrigerated meat
Steal your body heat until you 
Shiver yourself warm. You spy for
Dictatory sell by dates and suggested servings:
“Rice or pasta, possibly chips”,
It serves two so leave half
You fat git.

At the end of the aisles are the knock offs in piles,
Discounted food and damaged goods
Where the so called “monsters” lurk,
Their heads in hoods.

Club cards. As if you are a valid patron,
Worthy of staying that extra while to 
Swipe your key fob. Service with a smile.
Something like that. The skin thin 

Samuel Williams
Every Little Helps

Plastic bags that you have to ask for. 
How else would you get it home?
Balanced on your head?

This ritual culminates with cheap alcohol,
Three for two on selected beer
To make you more the merrier
And the dreaded “unexpected item
Found in the bagging area.”
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Time is in everything.
It lends itself to everything,
Because everything takes it.
Everything takes time,
But it’s okay.
As things take from it, it takes from them.
Time is the water thrashing the land,
Knocking it back, inch by earthy inch.
It’s the repressed underdog; everyone tries to beat time
And nobody wins.
Nobody will ever win.
Time takes everyone in the end.
Everything.
It dances through space, positively mocking
Its worshippers below.
There are idols everywhere, for time.
Sometimes the sun, sometimes a dial, sometimes
A funny contraption, that’s got two hands and a face.
You see? We even try to humanise it,
Like it will sympathise with us,
When we mourn its steady passing.
As if it would care that we were always left behind.
Sometimes, there isn’t enough of it.
It goes so fast and you can barely stop to think because if you do –
It will have run out, on fleet feet.
Other times, it drags. Drags its heels. Drags its hands.
Ticks by 
So
Slowly.
It’s not going anywhere.
Always on the move, it stays still;
There’s no destination for time, just an endless journey.
Time is a mischievous thing, 
For something so abstract,
It messes with our minds,

Josephine Hicks
Time

Rules us,
Our day and our night
And their day and their night
And their nothing and our everything –
Well you get the picture.
At least I hope you do…
You see, it would take up too much time to explain.
I have a meeting in an hour, at three.
How fleeting, I’m sure, that hour will be.
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A tainted history of regrets
painted by his troubled mind.
A garbled tale of lost forevers
entertains the reality of fate.

He strums his mute guitar
to flocks of hidden words
and counts backwards, deaf once more,
mutilated by his fear of silence.

He finds peace in unmistakable
decisions, and wallows long and deep
amongst the angry golden butterflies who
absolve all wanton crimes of passion.

His energy awash with static eccentricity,
wanders in a field of morbid harmony,
smiling and laughing uncontrollably as if
his soul has left for freedom and nobility.

For every cowering moonbeam, whose
luminescence will travel less than one nano
second of pure anger, he counts the days
before the tide of words returns.

Once more the beast that he is not, and the hope
that flees to find its true hostility,
beckons inconceivably towards the end,
as he gently weeps the bile away.

Sam Kelway
Soul of a Poet

You were wearing that t-shirt again; the one you think is incredibly funny. 
Everyone else laughs the first time, but after that they don’t get it. And that girl 
was fawning over you. Fawning like a fawn. Do fawns fawn over other fawns? 
I’m not implying either of you is a fawn. I’m just saying I know she is not into 
you. She is dating your friend. I know because I saw them kissing a little bit too 
passionately earlier that night. I saw their tongues; you shouldn’t be able to see 
someone’s tongue when they are kissing. So I’m not sure what you were trying 
to achieve. Some bullshit game I presume. Bullshit – sounds a bit too American 
for me. That’s what happens when I let emotion take over; vocabulary down 
the pan. I blame endless repeats of One Tree fucking Hill during breakfast. Next 
time I shall peruse a copy of The Guardian over my shredded wheat. (Who am I 
kidding? I never grew out of my coco pops obsession.)

Shall we get back to the fucking? Next time I see you I shall bring it up 
casually and nonchalantly. ‘Great fucking last week.’ I keep having flashbacks of 
you peeling off the t-shirt and me down to my pants at that point. And by that 
I don’t mean the American meaning. I mean knickers, I mean drawers, y-fronts, 
boxers, briefs, thongs. Underwear. Only a tiny piece of lace before complete 
indecency, full frontal, x rated... stuff. I am trying to think of anything to get the 
image out of my brain before it gets any more pornographic. I am sat alone in 
the library thinking about this which is probably why my face is burning. I am 
wondering what shade of pink I might be going. Cerise? Coral? Fuchsia?

There is just something about your arms which I can’t stop thinking about. 
You must have to visit the gym on a regular basis. Those things don’t happen by 
mistake. Unlike me: I visit the gym like I visit a spinster Aunt. Sporadically, I 
know I should show my face now and then but the time there drags out infinitely 
and I am always happy to leave at the end. It’s rare that I’m still thinking about 
the mandatory post-coital spooning days later, but those arms... I felt like an 
animal in a trap... only in a good way. (There’s probably a more flattering way of 
phrasing that.)

Entire paragraph about your arms? Check. Progress on string theory paper? 
Not going so well. What would Emmeline Pankhurst think? If she is the right 
one; maybe I am thinking about Christabel, I think she was her daughter. Either 
way, they both hated patriarchal society and are spinning in their graves as I 
fritter away my education dreaming about the male form. Although, if Emmeline 
produced children then she clearly had to be partial to the male form from time 

Lauren Hall
Olivia
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to time. I seem to remember one of them saying men should be kept like dogs in 
a kennel only to be used when we feel like it. Filthy buggers.

What about all those women who burnt their bras? Was Germaine Greer up 
there with them or was she after that? My potted history of feminism is more 
pot-holed. Either way, all of them hate me for thinking about men, especially 
ones like you. Except the one who threw herself under the king’s horse, she was 
an idiot. She cannot be looking down on me from wherever she is now with any 
sort of self-righteous judgement. Who knows, maybe my research into string 
theory will put me up there with Newton and Einstein and I will do more for 
the women’s movement than all those feminists put together. Prove we aren’t just 
equal, we are superior, and all that jazz.

Don’t ask me to explain string theory. I saw your face when I told you I was 
studying physics. I won’t ask you to tell me the capital of Hungary or to colour 
in a map for me, geography boy. It’s okay if you can’t get a job as a geography 
teacher at the end of your degree though, you could always be an arm model. 
Work for a watch company or something, it probably pays better anyway. 

I’m rummaging in my bag for a pen that works when I find that scrap of paper 
you wrote your number on. I suppose we were trying to follow convention when 
we swapped numbers, neither of us has rung since. (We didn’t even write our 
numbers into each other’s phone – what is this, the nineties?) It probably made 
you feel like less of a slag. Man-slag? Man-whore. I know this is clichéd but it’s 
true that we must put words invented for us and prefix them with ‘man’; there 
just isn’t a word created for a promiscuous man. Not a derogatory one at least. 
Stud. Player.

Right, that’s it. It’s probably not possible to burn my bra in a university library 
without generating a little unwanted attention, not to mention a loss of support, 
but I am going to burn your number. Sort of ceremoniously removing all trace of 
you. For Emmeline, she’d be lapping up that shit. My lighter has a naked woman 
on it, I found it in my handbag after a night out, I keep meaning to replace it but 
the fluid seems to be infinite. I think I shall name her Christabel; it suits her. I 
wonder if her namesake was as buxom and blonde.

It’s burning quite well, considering. I’m surprised how long it takes but then 
your handwriting is rather large and scrawly so you needed a big scrap to write it 
on. I wonder what you did with mine. Maybe you’re kicking yourself because you 
pulled out the pulp from the pocket of your jeans after washing. Or maybe you 

just dropped it on the floor for some teenage girl, with too much gold jewellery 
and not enough sense, to pick up. Maybe she’s in a public toilet right this second 
copying out my number and the words ‘Call now for sex’ next to it because that’s 
the most original joke she can think of whilst she smokes in the cubicle.  

I’m worried the ugly boy with the lazy eye has noticed my pyromaniac activities 
so I have hurriedly thrown away the charred paper into the nearest waste paper 
bin. Turns out he wasn’t looking at me anyway, not intentionally. He is wearing a 
jumper and I can’t work out if the stains on the front of it are a fashion statement 
or whether he just hasn’t washed it this decade. He has a huge book in front 
of him and he is turning each page mechanically and labouredly. Oh god, why 
would anyone ever want to kiss him? I’d worry where he’d been. He’s so greasy 
and bug-eyed. Maybe that’s what Emmeline Pankhurst’s husband looked like, 
that would probably explain a thing or two. But seriously, he’s looking my way 
again. (Whilst I am avoiding eye contact I’m wondering if he will ever witness 
a female orgasm.)

Shit, shit, shit. The waste paper bin is smoking. Fuck. I need to put it out, but 
how? There’s no water left in my bottle and my latté cup is empty. Suddenly, 
and don’t ask me why, I’m packing up my bag, grabbing my book and running. I 
mean properly sprinting as if I were running from some huge inferno, as if I were 
in a film and the building was seconds from exploding behind me dramatically.

I don’t look back. Before I can hear the fire alarm, I’m out on the road in front 
of the library. I’m striding so fast into the traffic I don’t see you speeding down 
the road. Or more importantly, your clapped-out ford fiesta, which is travelling 
surprisingly fast considering the state of it. I remember you called it ‘Olivia’. 
I laughed when you told me that. I was secretly relieved though, as I thought 
Olivia was the name of a girlfriend you had conveniently forgotten to mention. 
But in that moment I’m not thinking about its name, as I’m more worried about 
the loss of feeling in my entire body. I can’t hear. I can’t see.

The only sensation I feel is those arms, trapping me in one vice-like final 
embrace.
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Emily Newman
Observations of Intimacy

You are deliberately smooth,
You roll and bend
With the grace of oil on water,
I ought to – but in my own time I plod.
Jelly splashing on a tiled floor.
I do not put on a show;
I don’t pretend for anyone. 

You are quite the performer,
Men become a part of you. 
You are sweat mopped with a sponge
Wrung out and licked up –
Don’t waste a drop.
I am harsh and chemically
Chlorine that dries the skin.

You are pink and fleshy,
Undercooked, plucked.
You create patterns with your body,
Kaleidoscope of nakedness
So answer me this,
If lust means more than money
Why aren’t we the same person?

Body of Water

She is moving inside of me. Sloshing about. Rolling. I sink my head beneath the 
surface and join her in an underwater world. The hollow reasons for him leaving 
me float to the surface and disappear down the overflow. I am flat on my back, 
looking through the water at the blurred fluorescent lighting. The image wobbles 
and I feel nauseous. The wood-effect cladding bathes in the condensation. My 
mother will not spend money on a new bathroom suite; it is her house and I 
should keep my opinions to myself. I thrust my hips and the volume of water 
sucks under me, then as my weight slumps it rushes back over. This is how my 
baby must feel. Engulfed, in a body of water.  

She is wearing her blue school uniform. I am going to be one of those pushy 
mothers. I don’t care how ill you are, you are going to school today missy! Missy, 
yes, I like that. Not too formal but not overly personal. It’ll be that word I use 
when she knows that she has overstepped the line. She will scowl when I say it 
because she knows she has been naughty. My daughter is a sourpuss. But I know 
her too well to put up with her grumpiness. I tie a bow in her hair and kiss her 
on the cheek. She moves away from me and it hurts but I don’t let her know. 
Without me she wouldn’t even be here.

I am sat upright now, head out of the water. My back is poker straight. 
Emphasising this bump – this boil ready for the popping. My swollen breasts 
rest on top. I am a mass of liquid. She will thank me someday you know. For 
being such a good host. For having the best womb. When she is born she will 
get me a card that says: Mummy, you have the ultimate uterus! Wow! I will 
say: no one has ever complimented me on my uterus before. And we will love 
one another immediately. I spiral my finger around my stretched belly skin and 
wonder if she can feel it. I bet she can. She’s a bright spark, my daughter. She 
doesn’t miss a trick. She is watching me from inside, following the shadow of my 
finger round and round. Mummy, she thinks, why are you making me dizzy? I 
assure her that one day she will understand.  

Your daughter is a bully they tell me. I would rather that than her be a victim. 
I think. She is a tough cookie. Our first physical fight will be when she is nine. 
I will call her spoilt and calculated. What am I thinking? I can’t call a nine year 
old calculated. She will notice me hesitate and seize the opportunity to push me. 
I stumble backwards down the first few steps but save myself, clutching at the 
banister. A jagged gasp rises from me. My daughter bursts into tears. I can feel 
her crying in my womb. The extra fluid is making me need to pee. I rub my belly 
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and tell her that it is okay. Everything is okay.
I am laying on my front now. All my weight is on her. I lift my arms out 

in front of me and hold onto the rim on the bath. I then stretch my feet out 
behind me and do the same. I push my body back and forth in the water. She 
feels detached from me, as if I am trying swim away from her, as if I am trying 
to shake her off. This is ridiculous, I tell myself, I am in a bathtub. But I am still 
doing it. Backwards and forwards. I’m expecting my bump to escape to the side 
of me and whoosh to the surface as if it is filled with air. She can float away from 
me and live a life on her own at the other end of the bath. This inflated ball of 
skin, scarred with purple stretch marks. Then when I am ready I can tie it to a 
piece of string and she can be my pet balloon.

I see her when she is fifteen and I am beginning to decay. My face is droopier 
and greying. I knew age wouldn’t be gentle with me. It will shit me out. I will 
look ten years older than I am. She will look me in the eye and say: Mummy I am 
ready. I snatch the condoms from her and send her to her room. Ferociously, she 
slams the door and calls me a bitch and I cry in the bathroom knowing that if I 
was half as sensible as she is that she wouldn’t even be here. She owes everything 
to my stupidity and my fertility. Some women never have babies. 

The water is becoming cold. She is wriggling. I try and copy her movements. I 
wonder what colour my amniotic fluid is? I imagine it like a stream, sparkly and 
glistening. She sucks it in. My girl. Eating the juice my body produces. When 
she is two and I am teaching her colours she will say: red, red Mummy and point 
at my vagina because I am her first home. Because she remembers. She will know 
that’s where she has come from because she will always feel an alien in this other 
world. An alien? Yes. I am sure of it. I push down as hard as I can on my island 
of flesh, right where her face is. I expect to see her screaming through the lining, 
all bug-eyed and green; but she isn’t. She is hiding from me. Wriggling about. I 
arch over. She is hurting my belly. Stop it, I say. You are hurting me. But she’s still 
doing it. My daughter is disobedient. I am sat cross-legged with my arms around 
her, squeezing. I am holding my breath and pushing against her to stop it from 
burning. Stop it. Stop it, I whisper. My mother is washing pots in the kitchen 
beneath me. I wouldn’t want to inconvenience her. I push so hard bubbles appear 
behind me. 

When I open my eyes there are miniature mahogany dinosaurs dancing in the 
water – the Bolero. I sieve my fingers through the bathtub ballroom and capture 

one of the specimens. In the palm of my hand I watch the water drain from the 
clot and it sits there, contentedly, as I try and understand how he and all of his 
friends have gate-crashed my immersion. 

My placenta has detached from the uterine wall. It means she is coming.
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Matthew T Williams
Anywhere and Texas

Sometimes when you sleep
your mouth hangs ajar like
 
the bird we saw, its beak locked
open, gasping at the air. It moved 
 
across the forecourt almost by surprise,
drawn by its legs towards the shimmer
 
of spilled gasoline. Are you, too, suffocated
by the denseness of the heat? Or 
 
are you sinking your teeth into the abstract
fullness of what you hope will come?

Potential

And while she sleeps
I limit her in my mind,

and though her heart beats
it holds no significance. 

The bird may slumber
but it is no more bird

than “bird” or
the facsimile of a bird.

A spider knitting the mirror in its citadel
is certain of its supremacy but lacks

the sentience to learn
from the mistakes of others. 

It may once have watched 
a snail’s home hung upon a bulrush

but no more than marram grass
can marvel at its adaptation

or understand “ammophila”
can it know a thing like motive.
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Greer

He’d become something of a regular at a local bar. It was dark and quiet weekdays, 
and besides, he liked the waitress. Monday Wednesday Friday he’d come in, sit 
at the bar, and read whatever he was reading over a few whiskey cokes. Monday 
Wednesday Friday she’d be there—little blonde ponytail, wide white smile and 
all—and she’d keep him topped up with a wink and throw in a free one here and 
there. The rest of the week she had class, and the rest of the week he’d go for a 
drive or watch a movie or take his little sailboat out on the lake.

She’d told him her name—Greer—and he’d asked if it was her first or surname, 
like they all did. She’d laughed though, and they had shaken hands while he gave 
her his. Zeke, short for Ezekiel—no, my folks ain’t religious. He was new to the 
area and she’d told him she should show him round sometime. He’d said he’d 
take her up on it, but hadn’t mentioned it since. If it was going to happen, it’d 
happen. He didn’t want to rush things; he had time. So did she.

Right now she was fussing with the pourer on a bottle of Evan Williams. It 
was stuck, she told him. Give it here—he used to work in a bar, a while back. She 
handed it over and he twisted it off and passed both back. Thanks, she said, and 
squeezed his hand. You’re a sweetie.

He smiled at her and went back to his book. The trick with women, he thought, 
is to act like you ain’t fussed one way nor the other. He was pretty sure he had it 
down. The character in his book was telling his wife about his boss’ heart attack 
between drags on a cigarette. That reminded him, he thought, and lay his book 
down on the bar. Back in a minute—Okay, she called back.

He went outside into the alley and took out his smokes. While he lit up he 
watched a fast food wrapper fly round in circles in a wind eddy on the corner. 
Things always moved in circles—or did they? He’d always thought of himself 
as a simple man and generally kept his distance from philosophy, but lately he 
couldn’t help but think about how cyclic things seemed.

The side door opened and Greer walked out hugging herself. Cold out here, 
she said. Fall’s coming, he said and blew out smoke. Fact it’s so hot inside can’t 
help, neither. You’re right, she said, and came closer. You don’t look like a smoker. 
I’m not, he said—well, I didn’t used to be. It’s just a way of coping with things, I 
guess. We all got our ways, she said. Can I share that with you? Sure, he said, and 
passed it to her. You’re a sweetie, she said and settled back on the wall, pressing 
her shoulder against his arm. She drew deep on the cigarette and held it. He 
looked down at his boots and snuck a look at her legs. She had on those short 

denim shorts and her legs were flecked with goosebumps. Must be cold after all, 
he thought. Then she breathed out and passed the cigarette back. I’m so tired, she 
said, and put her head on his shoulder. He turned his head and touched the top 
of her head with his nose. Her hair smelled fresh, like the forest near the lake. 
She sighed.

The side door opened again and the waitress with a dark bob came out into 
the alley. She rolled her eyes.

Smoking again? she said to Greer.
Looks like it.
Who’s your friend?
Elaine, this is Zeke. Zeke: Elaine.
Elaine nodded at Zeke. He offered her a cigarette, and she took it. She said, 

Last game of the World Series today.
Zeke said he thought it was only the sixth.
Elaine put the cigarette into her mouth and lit it. She closed her eyes and blew 

out the smoke.
The Rangers are playing today. She stowed the lighter in her bra. They’re 

gonna own it.
Zeke asked her if she was from Texas. Elaine shook her head.
Right here in Mississippi. Born and bred. My boyfriend’s from Texas but he’s 

an Orioles fan. Don’t ask why.
Huh. He nodded his head. Elaine finished her cigarette and dropped it. She 

twisted it under the ball of her foot and looked over her shoulder at the door. She 
asked Greer: You coming?

Greer said she was on her break.
Later, Elaine said and disappeared inside. The only sounds were a rattling AC 

unit and the beeping from a truck backing up somewhere nearby. Greer looked 
up at him.

Did he have plans later? He’d finish his book, then take a swim at the lake—
how about her? Work until six—you still looking for someone to show you 
around? Sure he was. What did he wanna see? He was a man of simple tastes—
bars, bookstores, places to eat. Now, bookstores she could do. I don’t mind if I 
never see another bar again, she said. What was it she did again? Law school, first 
year. So she just graduated? Yes sir. 

He’d been to college too, a while back. 
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Lucky I’m an old soul, she said.

Back inside, she gave him the check. 
He had errands to run. I’ll pick you up at six, he said. 
Can’t wait, she said.
He tipped her, high but not too high, and left. The bar sat snug on the town 

square, and his ’69 Chevy pickup was parked out front.
He opened the driver’s door and let the heat escape. It was a bright day: the 

sky was clear and the haze of midsummer had faded. The sky seemed less close, 
less oppressive. The clock on the courthouse across the square said two-fifteen. 
Town was quiet: the odd car circled the square for a spot, an old couple held 
hands outside the art gallery. Zeke climbed in the cab and gunned the engine.

He pulled up in his driveway around three. The lake was only twenty minutes 
from town but he’d picked up a case of beers and some fishing line on the way 
over. The drive was overgrown with grass and kudzu and the trees grew thick 
and hid the house from the road. Come fall the forest would be quiet, but for 
now the air was thick with the hissing din of insects. It was still early enough 
in September that the sun hadn’t lost any of its power, and Zeke could feel the 
weight of all that heat pressing down. He went inside the house and put the beer 
in the fridge. The house was single-storey, wooden, and the walls inside were 
lined with bookshelves and Lamar Sorrento prints. A path wandered from the 
back door through the brush and Zeke followed it down to a small boathouse at 
the water’s edge. The surface of the lake was stippled like peel and marked with 
dark shadows. It was a good day for a sail; the wind was up but not too much and 
it’d be cooler out on the water.

He took off his boots inside the boathouse and rolled up his jeans. He took a 
set of oars from a rack on the wall and put them into the bottom of the boat. It 
was a sloop-rigged wooden dinghy, twelve feet long and clinker-built. The hull 
was painted gloss-white. He had built it over the winter, slaving in his front room 
for months, going to bed with sawdust on his pillows. It was on a metal trolley 
and he lifted the front and walked it into the water, shoving the boat off to get 
it floating. He waded out, climbed in, and rowed a little way before hoisting the 
mainsail. During the week he had the lake to himself before the kids turned 
up, and he ran downwind and tacked back against it for about an hour before 

taking down the sail and drifting lazily towards the island in the middle of the 
lake. It was about a few hundred yards across, and water lapped against rotting 
tree stumps in the shallows. The dinghy’s bow nudged the silt of the shore and 
stopped. For a while he sat enjoying the quiet—the island was all tall grass and 
there weren’t many insects—and his mind wandered back along the road into 
town, across the square, and into the bar where Greer poured whiskey with her 
ponytail dancing. Would she like it here? Of course she would, it was gorgeous. 
He imagined asking her to come by sometime soon. Say, I’ve got a little place by 
the lake, and a boat. How would you like to come sailing?—No. You should drop 
by someday; we’ll fire up the grill and go for a sail. That was better. He looked at 
his watch. Four. He’d ask her tonight if things went well. For now he put out a 
line and read his book.

A quarter hour later, something caught his eye a few feet away in the water. A 
coral snake twisted through the branches in the shallows, scraping its red and 
yellow belly on the lakebed. What are you doing all the way out here, friend? The 
snake paused and the muddy cloud following it melted away so that Zeke could 
pick out its scales. It was a strange thing, he thought, to stare deep into the eyes 
of something that could kill you on such a beautiful day, in such a calm place.

Back at the house, he showered, shaved, and changed his jeans and put on a 
clean shirt. He read and smoked for a while on the porch with a sweating beer 
then drove into town. She was waiting for him leant against the front window 
of the bar, arms folded. Her hair shone in the dying sun. He parked near her and 
she smiled when she saw him get out of his truck. She walked over. Well hey, 
she said. Hey yourself. She put a hand on his arm and tiptoed to kiss his cheek. 
I ain’t had a chance to change, she said, hope you don’t mind. Of course not. So 
he wanted to see the bookstore? We got a few of those—there’s three here on 
the square.

For the next couple hours she showed him round bookstores, picking up a 
novel here or a book of poems there and asking him if he’d read it. More often 
than not, he had. He figured he probably knew the bookstores in town better 
than she did, he’d been in so many times, but he liked her enthusiasm when she 
picked up a book and danced it in front of him—Have you read this?—and her 
excitement when he had: Oh my gosh, that was my favourite in high school! 
They were squaring up to each other, dipping their toes in the water: fingertips 
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on arm, palm on hip.
Zeke was stood behind her, reading over her shoulder when he noticed her 

earrings—tiny coiled black and gold snakes—and he told her he liked them.   
Thanks, she said, they’re little coral snakes. I saw a coral snake today, he said, 
I was sailing. Was it poisonous? I don’t know—aren’t they all? She shut the 
book and turned to face him. No they aren’t—there’s a little rhyme to help you 
remember. Red on yellow, kill a fellow. Red on black, friend of Jack. Which one 
was it? Zeke thought back to the fragment of time he’d spent examining its red 
and yellow scales. 

Kill a fellow, he said. 
Lucky they’re real shy, she said.
She had work in the morning, so Zeke drove her home in his truck around 

nine. It suited him fine; he didn’t want to rush into anything and he liked having 
someplace to go that was his. She kissed him in the cab and heat rushed to his 
skin, and then she was gone. He rubbed the stickiness of her lip-gloss off his lips 
and put the scrap of paper she’d left with her phone number in his pocket.

It rained that night, and while he lay in bed listening to the watery drip of Led 
Zeppelin’s No Quarter she filled his thoughts, and he could smell her hair with 
every breath he took deep in the forest.

He called her in the morning and worked on his truck while he waited for her to 
come round. She arrived early afternoon in a beat-up Taurus and after she kissed 
him with a Hey! she slipped a small book in his hand. Coral Snakes and Where 
to Find Them. Thanks, he said, and flicked through it while he walked her to the 
house. They drank a few beers and chatted until the sun hit the tin roof of the 
boathouse and caught Greer’s eye.

What’s out there?
That’s the boathouse.
Can I see?
Sure.
Can we sail?
Sure.
Rays of sun shone through rusted holes in the boathouse roof and picked out 

the dust in the air. For a while Greer ignored the boat and instead moved around 
the room, fingering the tools on the walls. What does this one do? That one’s 

for taking out the caulking between the planks of a boat. What’s caulking? She 
had a strange way of walking, like she contemplated every step she took. Her 
eyes seemed to pick out detail that Zeke’s missed. He remembered reading a 
book about sight that said the human eye only accounts for around ten per cent 
of what you see and that the rest is filled in by whatever’s floating round your 
brain at the time. He figured that it was why a place seemed different after you 
got to know it inside out than when you saw it for the first time. After a while it 
becomes impossible to see things in isolation; the brain fills in the missing pieces.

Greer came to the boat. Can we sail it? He showed her how to launch it and 
while it floated with its bow dug in the shore he helped her ease off her boots 
and rolled up her pant legs. He took her hand and helped her in, then hopped 
over the bow and pushed off with an oar. This time he didn’t row out— instead 
he hoisted the sail, pushed the boom out at a right angle to the boat and sailed 
backwards for a while before tightening the mainsheets, pulling the boom in to 
forty-five degrees, and sailing across the wind. He showed her how to spot the 
pockets of wind by the shadowy patches on the water, and how to tell them apart 
from the other shadows which were just clouds passing over. He got her to lean 
out, feet dug into the toe straps when they were heeling over, showed her how to 
duck under the boom and scoot to the other side when they tacked or jibed. She 
got the hang of it faster than he had when he was a boy, and pretty soon he let 
her take the helm, tiller in one hand and mainsheet in the other. His chest got 
tight, she looked so happy.

Wanna take her out by herself? His desire to possess her had grown so strong 
the only thing he could do was watch from afar. Cup a flame too close and you’ll 
starve it.

Sailing?
Sure. You got it.
I don’t think I can. What if something goes wrong?
Whatever you want.
I’ll practice rowing, though. I haven’t rowed since I was a little girl.
You got it, he said.

He stood on the shore while she rowed out to the island and back. When she 
was about fifty feet from the shore, she flinched and dropped an oar. There was 
a snake, she said, black on yellow. It’s fine, he said, the wind’s gone round. It’ll 
blow the oar to me. I can get it, she said, and tried to row towards it with the 
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remaining oar. All that happened was that she circled the oar while it bobbed, its 
maple surface covered in black veins where the varnish had cracked and water 
had gotten in.

He called out to her.
Stand at the bow and paddle like it’s a canoe.
Why?
You’re just going in circles, he said. You’re just going in circles.
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This is a Brooklyn bound F local train. 
STAND CLEAR OF THE CLOSING DOORS PLEASE. 

The next stop is Broadway Lafayette.

Drowning in each other’s eyes, raw and 
intimate we share the innocence and joy of the 
little girl singing ‘twinkle, twinkle’ whilst she finger-
paints the windowpane with green glitter covered
hands. 

Ship in a storm the sardines sway, 
pearls of sweat slowly trickle down my spine. 

This is Broadway Lafayette. This is a Brooklyn bound F local train.
STAND CLEAR OF THE CLOSING DOORS PLEASE.

Old homeless man fights the closing doors. 
Beep – they re-open. 

STAND CLEAR OF THE CLOSING DOORS PLEASE.

Paper cup maraca half full of quarters
shakes in his wind torn hands. 
’Scuse me ladies and gentlemen. 
Autopilot on. Cue rehearsed defeatist monologue. 
Stagger, squeeze, ’scuse me miss. 
Blanked. A hundred pairs of eyes turn blind, 
the front cover of the New Yorker is his ‘Hello’. 

This is Second Avenue, change here for the V train.

The sour stench of Second Avenue; 
pungent and putrid like excrement and acid it 
burns my nostrils. 
I hold my breath. 

Kelly Evans
Passengers

14 Street Union Square, 
odor of dry roasted edamame. 
A busker strums for one-dollar bills, 
the air thick and heavy. 
My feet trace the routine of Mon Cabaret
dancing silently to the world but I 
can hear the music. 

I sense an audience of one.
A ‘Steven’. I smile; he mirrors me 
with bright fascinated eyes, releasing 
my coy giggle. 

A sewage soaked rat scuttles on the track, 
scrambles into a crack as the sirocco hurtles 
through the tunnel. 
I close my eyes to savor that cool breeze softly 
caressing my cheeks. 
Slowly, screeching, stop. 

Beep – the doors part. 

This is a Brooklyn bound F local train.
STAND CLEAR OF THE CLOSING DOORS PLEASE.

The next stop is West Fourth Street.

Sardines in a sweatbox, executive armpit 
presses my ear; cocktail of expensive cologne
and office perspiration. 
The center pole is a jungle of hands; a crumpled 
metro hides under my leather boot. 
Nothing to hold onto but the gaze of the stranger. 
I search for him. 

This is West Fourth Street - Washington Square.
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Serendipity?
Fate? 
Coincidence? 
He looks up from his filter coffee, 
instant joy and recognition. 
What are the odds? In a city so big? 
Speechless. 
He pauses briefly scribbling hastily 
with the waiter’s click pen. 
He approaches, triumphantly placing the 
napkin in my hand; 

rafael.antonioni@gmail.com

This is a Brooklyn bound F local train.
STAND CLEAR OF THE CLOSING DOORS PLEASE.

The next stop is Delancey.

Phew. I can breathe again. My nose un-crinkles 
to the amusement of Steven, his caramel skin and 
luminous eyes burning dark. 
I glance away at my reflection in the blackened window, 
he’s still watching me. 

This is Delancey. This is a Brooklyn bound F local train.
STAND CLEAR OF THE CLOSING DOORS PLEASE. 

The next stop is East Broadway.

That’s my stop; O please let him get off there too, 
that beautiful stranger. No time to talk, no name, no number, 
O to hear his voice.

This is East Broadway.

I approach the doors slowly, still smiling, 
gaze locked. 
“Goodbye” – he speaks.
A lingering smile my feet land regretfully on 
the platform. 

This is a Brooklyn bound F local train.
STAND CLEAR OF THE CLOSING DOORS PLEASE.

The cart an eternity between us, my hand a gentle wave, 
each finger softly maneuvered in a black and white movie 
farewell.

Three days pass. 4am. East Houston. Remedy Diner. 
Excitement bubbles inside me. 
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Nobody knows the way 
Anymore.
Being lost 
Is the new way home.

Anna Kruell
Infinity is a Long Way to Go

Fixed by thoughts,
Memories,
Borders almost.
With the bordeaux coloured river guiding you 
To the land of 
All those you have known.
A ballroom
And everybody is dancing,
Swinging to the sound 
On their own.
The bottle,
A steady rest
For your tired head
Holding the 
Never-resting message
‘This is not…’
While your heart,
The vicious beast
Draws circles on its own,
Over mountains you have climbed
And falls you have taken,
Even further,
Closer and closer
And everybody
Entrapped
Will be part of you,
Always.
The eyes
Fixed on the 
North star
And the beliefs carried.
Yours still?
Who knows?
Ever-travelling
Space-piercing star.
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Dunant. Dusk. Ten to two. The farmer was there. Thermos. Food. Rock. The 
girl woke him for sex. He just lay. Rue Henri Dunant. Dusk. Ten to two. The 
farmer was there. Thermos. Food. Rock. Baa. Baa. Something seemed different. 
The air was sharp and loitered and the smell of the sheep droppings rose up. 
There was no moon, just compensating stars – tired furious light. The first 
died when he picked up his pen. It barely yelped. Two shadows dragged the 
corpse through the fence precisely. Reflective trail. Nothing shocking. He put 
his pen to paper. Teeth incised flesh. He wrote. Then crossed it out. He could 
not change that it happened. Another dead now. The flock clocked on now. 
Crying up to the stars. A more collected collective noun now in one corner 
of the pen. Two wolves opposite slitting a throat. He wrote. He could not see 
the page well. The stars dimmed as he put pen to page. What about the girl? 
He wrote. The Milanese man? More wolves emerged in the black, flanking the 
sheep and they were repulsed. Screaming as a murmuration away from fear in 
fear electrified by the fence falling over twitch limbs out to freedom void the 
semi-circle of wolves avoided till the fall. Pocketed paper he cocked the rifle as 
the flock flung out over the cliff edge in delayed epiphany. The ovine waterfall 
plunged, savage cataract to cadavers. He shot a wolf and it rag-dolled with a 
whimper, another, then a scattering. The air was still sharp but dulled with the 
faint ghost echoes of gunshots and morbid cries. He wrote a poem that day. 
As the sun rose and circled the air warmed. At dusk he left. Ten to two. The 
farmer found a thermos and crusts and corpses and grass painted evenly in 
dark congealed blood. A sliver of a moon silvered the red. The poem featured 
the moon. The poem featured anatomic parts. The poem featured a city. The 
poem featured mountains. It was not the same as the one before. He showed 
it to the girl the next day. Bloodshot eyes. They made love. The Milanese man 
called the house eight times drunk on the seventh time the poet kid read him 
the poem and the Milanese man cried. Then he called again and read his own 
poem which sounded like a vicious tinny war cry from an answer phone throat.

Liam Harkin
The French Shepherd

Rue Henri Dunant. Grenoble. July twenty-eleven. The poet heads away from 
his house. The poet a kid. He stole a girl from a Milanese man with a poem. The 
poem not the Milanese man’s. The poem featured the moon. The poem featured 
anatomic parts. The poem featured a city. The poem featured mountains. He 
was sure it was no good. He was sure it wouldn’t work. But it did. Why. The 
poet still heads away from his house. Down rue Henri Dunant. Away from the 
girl. It will be like this for a while now. He said. He found a job online. It was 
up in the Alps. Le Taillefer. There were wolves near there. Wolves killing sheep. 
Poetry is dead. He thought. He could lend a hand. The farmer would pay forty 
euros a night. The farmer would supply a rifle. The farmer’s wife would supply 
food. He wanted someone unknown. A deadeye. He had deadeyes. He said. 
Wolves were protected. He got in his car. He hadn’t even seen most things. It 
was dusk. He’d seen dusk. But not this dusk. His hands were at ten to two. He 
drove to Le Taillefer. It took one hour. He was higher. It was nine-thirty. He 
met the farmer in a clearing. Flock close by. The farmer gave him a thermos. 
Gave him some food. Gave him a rifle. Gave him a torch. The farmer left. He 
sat on a rock. A rock above the sheep. An electric fence circled the sheep. He 
waited. He was cold. Cold with a thin coat. The sheep milled in the night. He 
heard bats. He heard insects. He gripped the rifle. He waited. A sheep made a 
noise. He drank from the thermos. Soup. Nothing happened. For a long time. 
Except. He watched. He woke up. He walked down rue Henri Dunant. The 
girl had walked down here. Earlier. To work. He got in his car. He hadn’t seen 
much. It was dusk. He’d seen dusk. But not this dusk. His hands were at ten 
to two. He drove to Le Taillefer. It took one hour. He was higher. It was nine-
forty. He got out the rifle. Got out the torch. The farmer was there. The farmer 
gave him a thermos. Gave him some food. The farmer left. He sat on a rock. 
A rock above the sheep. An electric fence circled the sheep. He waited. He 
didn’t want to look up. He had paper in his pocket. He heard bats. He heard 
insects. He had paper in his pocket. And the sky. Some sheep baa’d. He saw no 
difference. One side of the bed was empty. Memory foam. Rue Henri Dunant. 
Dusk. Ten to two. The farmer was there. Thermos. Food. Rock. Silence in the 
night. Stationary thoughts. A note on the table. Get some milk. Love memory 
foam. Rue Henri Dunant. Dusk. Ten to two. The farmer was there. Thermos. 
Food. Rock. No note on the table. A poem on the fridge. Blurred words. He 
read it and it read him. Tired. Dull throbbing optics. Fridged milk. Rue Henri 
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On the box of filters were the words:
IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR THE
SMOOTHEST WAY TO SMOKE,
USE SWAN SMOOTH FILTERS

IN EVERY ROLL. EACH TIP
CONTAINS A SELECTION OF

ACTIVATED CARBON
TO DELIVER A LAYER

OF FILTRATION YOU WON’T
FIND ANYWHERE ELSE. IT’S
PART OF SWAN’S TRADITION
OF CREATING THE COOLEST,
MOST PLEASURABLE SMOKE
YOU’LL ENJOY EVERY TIME.
OUR ACTIVATED CARBON
COMES FROM NATURAL
COCONUT SHELLS, SO

YOUR TIPS MAY CONTAIN
TRACES OF NUTS.

I am walking now, arm linked with my sister, ghosting up carpeted steps towards 
the box you are in. She whispers something to me and lets me go like a saved 
insect, or a child, blindfolded and spun, out into the free. Your face is too rosy in 
death, caked in makeup for the first time since that evening with your mates when 
you went out clubbing in drag. I’ve watched the video on youtube sixty-seven 
times since you died. You in a strip-club downing a pitcher before slamming it 
down and smiling smudged lipstick at the camera, my frilly bra lopping ragged 
over a nurse fancy dress costume. I brought the views up to a hundred and six.

You have other videos too, Jeffrey460, you do, I’ve watched them often: when 
pictures weren’t enough I’d watch you downing pitchers. There is the one of us in 
Italy, a ten minute montage of photographs and video snippets from the holiday, 
posing in front of scenic views, sometimes taken by a stranger, sometimes by one 
of us, held out in front by one arm our heads squidged together in the tradition 
of choreographed intimacy. These were all cut together with stock transitions, 
Jefferson Airplane played behind and autonomous text occasionally floated 

Invisible Dialogue

When you were in a box I started spending a lot of time on youtube. The link 
between box and tube is unimportant. It is the link between you and you that 
is. Behind the bishop’s cassock lags as he starts, flowing just high enough to 
hint white socks. He walks down the aisle past pews of raw noses nuzzling 
handkerchiefs, the church ringing with a peppered cacophony of hacks, coughs 
and sneezes. Squinting, things seem to come together, a black veil of tulle gauze 
fades into focus, a latticed vista blanketing the scene. I’d always assumed that 
veils worked to conceal the face and this still feels true. But you know those 
sunglasses you wore, the ones pining for aspirin, well I’d assumed a veil’s other 
purpose was to in some way tint the view of the wearer – in grief, when the world 
takes on the new nihilistic hue, a veil pales the world literally, distorts it, aligning 
perspective and perception. But no, the world was not paled, if anything more 
vivid now, more presented, graph paper printed, delineated. I can see the bishop’s 
right elbow through these lines, black cloth hanging loosely for ten squares below, 
eight squares above and one left is his right shoulder, which occasionally jigs up 
and down a few squares as he speaks. Five squares to the left is the box you are in.

You died four days ago, we had gone out for dinner for the first time in more 
years than I can recall. We went to the Italian we had met in, you were out on 
a work do, I a netball crew date. I was stuck across from an overzealous jock 
creature so to dampen his static drank too much too quickly. He, impressed, took 
this as a sign of good game from a girl, initiating a table-wide ‘waterfall’ from me. 
I wavered to the toilet after this, falling before the door only to be caught by a 
strong hand. The place was more expensive now, had shifted owners a few times, 
we recounted our first evening there over bruschetta and wine-warmed we were 
enjoying ourselves, getting along in shared sentimentality. You touched my hand 
after the main and said in a faux seductive voice that you needed a cigarette. I 
wouldn’t have, but I went for one. Your voice had somehow become twenty years 
younger, now from supple lips, your smooth neck stretched taught by submerged 
cartilage. Your eyes too now began taking on this vitality and I forced myself to 
remember that this man is not. No, you, a thirty-eight year old bloating football 
fanatic, an engineer without ingenuity, work, tools or drive. You writhed, frothing 
at the mouth on the pavement anaphylactic attack to myocardial infarction. You 
did not have your Epipen, instead in your pockets I found a mobile, wallet, 
tobacco and a box of smooth extra slim filters. The paramedics arrived too late. 
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on either side. In the foreground the couple are hugging on the sofa, sometimes 
pointing to the screen, all this while the wife is gushing to the effect of ‘what a 
perfect day’. I sip my wine and recline in the office chair. Again I notice the dying 
cacti reflected and again the toy train. The wedding video makes an impromptu 
cut, a grainy glitch flits across the screen for a second, the kind that is understood 
to signify the transition from one recording to another, from one time to another 
and, usually, the movement from one place to another. I watch the watchers 
shuffle in surprise. The groom is pointing the camera to his face, he turns it 
around and we see the pixelated rush of bedroom mirrors, a wardrobe, a lamp, it 
settles on the bed where the bride of honour is fingering herself and squeezing 
her left balloon. Foreground the bride screams, starts swearing and hitting her 
husband, throws a cushion at her bride of honour, both of whom are faintly 
attempting to look sheepish or embarrassed or worried or – enter appropriate 
emotion. This faintness works in inadvertent prolepsis, an accidental preparation 
for the contrivances and vagaries to follow. Pan and zoom, the camera’s eye 
reverts to the screen as the bride stares in a facsimile of horror as her husband 
guides the bride of honours mouth onto his penis, fucking her face and pulling 
out to allow her a breath her chin connected to his sack by a cord of saliva the 
bride sitting with her head in her hands her husband’s dick currently virtually in 
her maid of honour’s cunt the best man consoling her with a hug as she pushes 
him off falling to her knees wrenching down his trousers and pulling out his 
cock before furiously licking and sucking it, the best man opening his palms in 
‘what can I do?’ when the groom eyes him he then pulling the bride of honour 
onto her knees fishing out cock slapping her cheeks which are soon swelled with 
the member the bride licking the bride of honour’s pussy her cunt fucked by the 
best man her ass by her eight packed husband as the bride licks cum off her lips 
under male death masks they kiss a duet of shuddering cocks and I forget.

My sister picks me up by the arm; I am kneeling head to red carpet. She 
whispers to me and squeezes my hand as she walked me back to the pew. 
Through the veil the familial congregation falls neatly into squares, but as I walk 
faces bob around in unison, breaking their allotment, this was no congregation; 
this was a crowd, an audience, a fucking rabble. I stifle a shout. Intend to cry. The 
anger lingers, seeming to spread out along the veil’s grid before bleaching slow 
into each square a low concave haze. Organ hum as I’m sat with firm hands, 
tissue pressed to hand to dab to arid. The vicar had asked if I had any music 

around proclaiming some in-joke or location name like some disembodied 
orator.  At the end of the video I placed a quote from a Calvino book I’d been 
trying to read you all holiday. You would often fall ‘asleep’ or open a sports paper, 
one time you even feigned an intense interest in a stray cat and we followed it 
around for over an hour until I had forgotten all about Italy. I put it in when we 
got home anyway: Arriving at each new city, the traveller finds again a past of 
his that he did not know he had: the foreignness of what you no longer are or no 
longer possess lies in wait for you in foreign, unpossessed places. 

In the glass casing was reflected the ribbed vault of the church roof, you so 
encased look like a museum artefact, a fragment of history preserved just because. 
You wear your best suit, the one you wore on our wedding. I found funeral veils 
for £45 at justbrides.co.uk, at checkout I saw myself screaming into the church 
wedding dressed, face pressed to veil, arms waving before flailing to my knees 
in front of the coffin, hitting down on the glass until it cracks cutting my hand 
– blood pouring onto your made up face. In the glass of our computer screen 
are the vague impressions of a dying cacti and toy train on the sill. I minimise 
the browser and look through his folders. Deep in one labelled 2009 Financial 
Projections are a collection of porn videos, preened American girls take shots to 
the face before wiping with long, fake-nailed fingers and sucking a strange glint 
in the eye. I cried at first, overcome, then less. More and more after some wine, 
you would sit in this same seat and I would open back up the folder, navigate the 
memorised labyrinth. 

There was something to them. A false perfection decried through the howl 
of a buffer bar. A bondage spread-eagleism whipped into a toothy chagrin. 
A pornstar and stripes flag flagging gleefully in the void gaze of the unavoid 
unblinkers, the auteurs spyhole bleached red round the rim, turds emerging as 
turgid slugs dropping to plastic mat, a latex dung pile where fingered faecal exams 
show green bills protruding as parasite pineapple spines, cling filmed stools on 
which sits the fervour of a world-wide plexus surge. The camera cuts from a 
wedding ceremony outdoors, flooded in Floridian sun, to some settees where sits 
in civilian clothing the bride, the groom, the best man and the bride of honour. 
The camera is noticeably hand held but is smoothly panned around behind the 
sofas, they are watching television on which is being played their wedding video. 
Again the Floridian sun, this time rasterised by home video, the newlyweds pose 
for photos, kissing passionately with the best man and bride of honour smiling 
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I leave the church with Liszt rolling around the ribcage above; leaving silence 
slowly, gently, impressions sifting sonic silt in the recesses. The air is sharp. I slip 
on long black gloves and hurry into the waiting car. Behind chasing mouths 
mouthing nothings to condensate glass, hands pulling at the handle outside 
I press the lock, my sister’s eyes window wide, blue in worry as black cassock 
plumes to a halt on her right, in surround a processing oppression of sounds. I 
shout go and he soon drives, past the grave and the past, ahead, I stare ahead, 
a head, a headrest, an address, church long gone now, trees lining the country 
road as scales, still ringing, still ringing, ‘the heft of cathedral tunes on a winter 
afternoon’, bleeding to dusk with a gloved touch. A fugue rolls the mind’s eye. A 
gloved touch. Another fugue and an accompaniment, a small rise, a melody of 
discords wrapped round the wrists of a woman, an eagle spreads its wings into 
canyon fall found arms and bound wrists and hands in reverse metamorphosis 
where behind wax wings drip from a sun candle hand held by sound. A Zebra 
crossing. A gloved touch, a sight through grid lines of a no avail able body. A 
gloved touch. A touch. Ascetic kebab shops. Petering hands, glass protruding as 
pineapple spines and lost notes notarising emptiness. Slow. Slower. Our house 
cauterised; fusing silence now. Your vertebrated voice carving the comments 
column of my spine, Razzle Dazzle? No. This piece pierces the soul. Liszt is Gold.

requests, something appropriate, something he would have liked. You never told 
me what you wanted played at your funeral. I’d never told you, I don’t even know, 
I guess the question seemed hypothetical, though we had conversations like 
that remember? What would you do if you won the lottery? Your desert island 
disks? What superpower would you choose? Where would live if you could live 
anywhere? What would you most like to do that you can’t? If you could sleep 
with anyone, anyone at all, no repercussions, who would it be? You of course, 
you say, as long as there are no repercussions! All these, but never – What music 
would you liked to be played at your funeral? My body sang, hung in suspended 
diapason, pleasure diaspora spread to the extremities, my fingers starched out on 
the keyboard, tips touching Shift, Q, 3, T, Spacebar and Spacebar, U, 0, =, Return. I 
seal the labyrinth, open youtube and start the Italy video playing as I go for some 
more wine. I notice his activity history, there are a few music videos he’d liked 
in the last months, a Bill Hicks stand up show he commented on last year, F’in 
Hilarious R.I.P Bill and a Liszt piece he also commented on. I clicked on the 
link, he had never liked classical music, not that I knew, never played it or talked 
about it As the first sparse, sustained notes of discord rose, hung, I stared into 
the pixel void, surely drunk now yet with a marbled head swarming, pairs of still 
un-numbed parchment eyes. 
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‘I thought you’d finished shuffling, God, look it’s a right mess.’ He holds the 
tray up as She dabs at the spillages. 

‘No, it’s OK, look, I’ve nearly got it all up and the orange will come out in the 
wash.’

‘These are fucking expensive sheets…’
‘I’m sorry, it was an accident, I didn’t mean…’ There are tears now, mingling 

with the mucus. 13, 14.
‘It’ll be OK.’ He says. But He still sounds annoyed. The tears trumped His 

anger. ‘You’re right, I’m sure it will come out.’ He plonks the tray back down and 
then He gets up to leave.

‘Won’t you stay?’
‘I’ll be in the office.’
‘Oh.’
He leaves the room and Her, with Her tray, Her mess and Her mucus. 
15. 

Bedtime. 
‘How’re you feeling now?’ He is stripping, tossing His clothes onto the floor. 
‘I do feel much better. Less congested anyway.’ I know. The congestion seeped 

out of Her and it now lies rejected in that bin. 
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21.
‘That’s good,’ He says in a deep voice and snakes over to Her. He is naked 

under the covers. He puts an arm over Her and pulls Her hips to him.
‘Baby…’ She giggles a bit as She slides uncontrollably towards His naked 

flesh. ‘But I’m ill.’
‘It’ll be good for you…come on, I need a reward for looking after you all day…

you said yourself you feel better.’
‘I know, but I’m gross, I haven’t showered…I still feel rough.’
‘All the more reason to get dirtier,’ He says. 
She squirms some more, He kisses Her neck and rubs Himself against Her. 

She is persuaded. Or resigns. One or the other. 
22, 23, 24.   

The next day She gets up. She goes to work. She snatches a couple of tissues 
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My perforated opening is ripped off and I am placed on the nightstand on Her 
side of the bed.

And so I am born. 
She is oozing from all the holes in Her face. Disgusting slime and congestion 

tears. 
1, 2, 3 – sop up and lie dead in the waste bin.
‘Hey Baby, how’re you feeling?’
He is here. 
He speaks softly from the doorway into the convalescent gloom. 
‘Rotten.’ She sniffs. 4. 
‘Ohhhh, Chicken.’ He walks over to Her and sits on the edge of the bed. He 

takes Her hand. It is clutching 5, soggy and crumpled. ‘I’ll call your work again 
and let them know.’

‘Thanks Baby.’ She smiles a wounded smile coupled with another almighty 
sniff. But He leans down and kisses Her – on the forehead – no, I wouldn’t go 
near that dribble either.   

‘You just have a little sleep. I’ll bring you some soup in a bit.’ 
‘I love you so much, thank you Baby.’
He just smiles at Her before closing the door gently. 

6, 7, 8. So much snot.
I am being emptied – internals ripped out, desecrated then discarded.
She sleeps.

He’s back.
‘Baby?’
‘Hnnn?’ She was sleeping. 
‘Sorry Babe, I’ve brought you some soup’
She blinks blearily at Him and smiles, ‘Thank you, you can bring it here.’
He flicks on the light and shuffles into the suddenly bright room. He holds 

a tray with a bowl and a glass of orange juice on it. He moves into the room, 
balancing carefully. He walks over to Her as She wriggles up in the bed. He puts 
the padded tray down too soon; She hasn’t quite finished wiggling.

9, 10, 11, 12.        
‘I’m so sorry.’
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Baby, that OK?’ 
She turns from the mirror to look at Him with a pencil in her hand. ‘What? 

But I have to go, it’s my work thing. Won’t you come, please? For me?’ 
‘No, I just really don’t want to. You know I don’t like those guys you work with.’
‘Yeah but…’
‘No, I’ll stay here, I’ll get some rest and try and fight off this flu.’
‘Come on Baby, you know I’d do it for you…’
‘No Babe, I wouldn’t make you.’
‘Like hell,’ She points the pencil at Him, ‘what about that ridiculous 

engagement party last month?’
‘You didn’t have to come.’
‘I know, but I went because I loved you. That’s what people do.’
He doesn’t move but looks at Her with a crinkled brow; ‘…loved?’
‘Love,’ She corrects quickly.

She looks him in the eyes.
‘I love you.’
There is a pause. Stand off. 
‘I don’t want to come. I’m not coming.’ 

She is sad. Or angry. She doesn’t say anything but keeps getting ready.
‘Dammit.’ 30.
He lies on the bed watching Her for a while then gets up and leaves the room. 

At 20:34 She is presumably ready because She grabs the bag She’d laid on the 
bed and strides out of the room. 

The door slams. 

There is noise coming from behind the door. Other people from out of the big 
T.V. Then He speaks half a conversation. 

Soon after, the front door opens and closes. 
There is another voice. 
It is not Her. 
The voices talk for a bit then the door swings open, the bedroom light comes 

on. They are giggling; Him and Other. He pushes her backwards onto Her side 
of the bed and pins her down by her shoulders. she squirms a little as He lies 

before She leaves the room.
25, 26. 
Half empty.
I think She’s still a bit too drippy. But then what would I know. 
She kisses Him gently on the cheek and softly says, ‘Bye bye, see you later, love 

you.’ He grunts in reply. He stays in bed when She leaves. He works from home 
in the ‘office.’ I think that means He gets to do what He wants whilst She goes 
out into the outside. 

The clock beside me says 10:02, and She has been gone for two hours. He finally 
stirs and groans as He stretches His muscles into consciousness. He gropes on 
his bedside table for the T.V. remote and pushes a button, shocking the box in 
the corner into life. 

He masturbates to Lorraine advertising a competition to win £5000. 
27, 28. Slime. Disgusting.  
He groans again, differently, then slips out of bed and out of the bedroom 

door. He comes back wet, towelling His hair. He dresses with clothing from the 
floor then finally leaves the room, presumably for the office.

I can hear muffled, one sided conversations. Him singing along to the radio. 
Clattering at lunchtime, smoke alarm, swearing; all muted behind the door. In 
the afternoon there is more half-talking, some quiet times and computer tapping.

I sit quietly, waiting.

The front door opens and closes. She is back. They talk a little. They have each 
had busy days. She cooks in the kitchen and they eat quietly. The T.V. talks. 

 
It is later and She’s in the bedroom, putting powder and paste on Her face at the 
vanity table. 

‘Shit.’ She mutters and strides to me. 29. Torn from me. She’s missed Her 
eyelash – mascara goop on Her cheek. 

He comes in as She’s getting ready. He slumps onto the bed, sighing loudly.
‘I think I’m getting what you’ve got.’ He says, one hand rubbing his neck – His 

‘glands.’
‘Really?’ She is distracted. She is late; keeps glancing at the clock. 
‘Yeah, I’ve been feeling a bit rough all day… so, I’m not gunna come tonight 
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‘What the fuck is this?’ She addresses Him. He can’t speak. Other stands in 
her jumper and thong. she looks trapped, hunted. 

‘Get out of my flat,’ She says quietly to Other. ‘Get out of my flat now.’ 
Other picks up her socks with her jeans and scurries over to the door. she 

squeezes past Her and Him without looking at either of them. she keeps her 
messy head bowed as she edges past them.  

The front door clicks quietly. 

She turns to look at Him.  
‘Baby, Baby, I thought you would be out ‘til late…’
‘What the fuck kind of excuse is that? Get out. Get out NOW.’ She pushes 

Him in the chest backwards out into the hallway.  

She shouts. 
He mumbles. 
The door slams. 

She comes back into the bedroom and steps out of Her high heeled shoes. She 
takes off Her dress and hangs it carefully in the wardrobe they share. She takes 
off her sparkling, expensive earrings and places them gently onto the vanity table. 
She wraps Her dressing gown around Her naked body then strides to Her side 
of the bed. 

She rips 36, 37, 38 out of me jerkily then sits calmly at the vanity table. 
I’m dying, being used up, exhausted. 
She silently removes Her makeup, sweeping and rubbing the colour from Her 

face. She uses lotion to bathe Her skin and ceremoniously cleanse herself.  

Then she starts to cry. 
The liquid gushes out of Her eyes as Her forehead crumples. Her skin is red 

and blotchy, Her mouth scrunched and dribbling. 39, 40, 41, 42. 
‘You tosser,’ She screams, ‘You fucking tosser.’ She is crazy. She hurls herself 

around the room. She sees the earrings and snatches them up from the table. She 
baseball pitches them out of the open window and they are swallowed by the 
night. She tears a photo of their special Hawaii holiday from the wall and hurls 
it to the floor. She stamps on it and the glass shatters. A small, hard shard sticks 

down on top of her and kisses her roughly on the lips. Wet. He puts His hands 
on top of hers and traps them there as He kisses her harder and faster. Other 
arches her back up into Him. she is restrained. But she likes it. He climbs off her 
again and stands between her legs. He unbuttons her trousers and pulls them off, 
then lets her finish undressing as He rips off His own clothes. 

Urgent. 
They are all over the floor; His and her clothes, tangled, just like Him and her.  
They do things Him and Her have never done. And they like it.
31, 32, 33. 
And then again, 34, 35. 

They are lying in bed, sweaty and sticky. The front door gently closes.
‘Baby?’ Muffled.
‘Shit.’ He jumps up from the bed. Other looks scared. 
He throws a dressing gown around His shoulders then leaves the room, 

closing the bedroom door behind Him – hiding Other. Muffled talking. She has 
come back because She felt guilty. He had looked after Her so nicely when She 
was ill that She felt She needed to be with Him. 

He laughs, nervously. 
There is a pause.
‘…Whose are these?’ That was Her voice. ‘Is someone here?’

Other is out of bed and dashing around the room gathering her clothes. she has 
squirmed back into her red thong and is fastening her bra hurriedly.    

He says something that doesn’t make it through the door to the bedroom. 
Footsteps approach. Hers are cloppity, His are thudding; bare feet behind Her. 
Other pulls on her jumper. her hair and head emerge through the neck hole, 

tousled and messy.  
The bedroom door swings open violently. She stands still in the doorway, Her 

hand on the doorknob. 
Other stands frozen, clutching her jeans in her hands, her eyes petrified. 
‘Baby, wait, no, Baby.’ He catches up and stands behind Her, looking ridiculous 

and shrivelled in His dressing gown. 
‘What the fuck is going on?’ That’s a word I’ve only heard Him use. 
Nobody says anything.
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into her bare sole. 
‘Dammit.’ She sits on the edge of the bed and eases it out.
43, 44. Little red splots. 
She sits and looks at the crimson against the white held gently in Her fingers. 

Stark. She scrunches it into Her fist then throws towards (and misses) the bin. 
Her eyes crumple up like the tissue and droplets leak out of the creases. 

The red has made her crazy again.
She stands suddenly and seizes the bedding, ripping the ‘fucking expensive 

sheets’ off the bed. She tears the duvet cover off and the pillow cases and the 
sheets. She stands, surrounded by folds of unclean linen, Her chest heaving, 
silenced. 

Then She quietly creeps under the naked duvet. 

One hand emerges and She places a ring of gold by the clock on my nightstand.
She sobs until She falls asleep. 
45, 46, 47, 48, 49.     

It is later. The front door clicks in the darkness. 
He is here.
A light comes on and creeps under the bedroom door. 
The door opens slowly.
‘Baby?’ He whispers into the dark. 
She is asleep. Finally. 
He steals into the room and around the bed, avoiding tangling His feet in the 

discarded bedding. He undoes and removes the dressing gown which He has 
been outside in, then gently lifts a corner of the duvet. He slips underneath it 
and slithers towards Her. 

She is not asleep.
She moves away from Him; She won’t let their skin touch. 
Her arm comes out from under the cover towards me. 
50. 
It dries Her exhausted tears.    

I am wasted.


